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It makes you think

Daan Spijer, LLB

“There are few things
wholly evil or wholly
good.  Almost everything,
especially of government
policy, is an inseparable
compound of the two, so
that our best judgement
of the preponderance
between  them is
continually demanded.”
Abraham Lincoln 1809-
1865

We all have vested interests, because we
all have something to protect.  This may be
protecting our property, or lifestyle, our
amenities, our family, our job.  No-one is
free, truly free of these influences, and on the
whole we tend to negotiate our way through
the conflicts which arise.  But when does the
protection of vested interests become a real
problem for others?

There are a number of answers to this.  One
answer is: when those with a vested interest
to protect become so powerful that the interest
cannot be effectively challenged.  This comes
about through economic imbalance (as with
many large corporations and whole industries)
or through ideas which become entrenched
(as with orthodox medicine).

Another answer is: through political
dishonesty (where a politician or a whole
government uses power in a dishonest or

corrupt way).  The political party which is in
government at any given time, will tend to
demonstrate this dishonesty as it does
whatever it can get away with in order to stay
in power.

A third (and possibly the most chilling
answer) is when the government of the day
finds it expedient to support an entrenched
industry when that industry  also serves to
keep the governing party in power.

Is this the case in Australia (and the USA
and Europe) in the area of the pharmaceutical
and medical industries?

In a recent item aired by the BBC1, a
representative of the largest pharmaceutical
company in the world (Allen Roses of
GlaxoSmithKline) said that most medicines
produced by the pharmaceutical industry only
work for a fraction of the patients who use
them.  Yet the prevailing orthodox wisdom
seems to be that once a drug has been approved
for a particular condition or set of symptoms,
it should work in every case.  Add to this
statements made from time to time by editors
of medical journals2 that only a fraction of
orthodox medical practices are properly
supported by good evidence, and we have a
picture of an industry which does not serve
the public interest.  What is keeping
pharmaceutical medicine in the strong position
it enjoys is the vested interests of the industry,
supported by billions of dollars (more is spent
on marketing than on research3).

If our Government (and especially our
Health Minister) were serious about providing
the best possible healthcare system money
could buy and keep it affordable in the long-
term, then they would fund much more
research into non-orthodox treatments and
medicines and would stop subsidising
ineffective and/or dangerous drugs.  In other

words, honesty would prevail and we would
all be better for it.

And it is not just the pharmaceutical industry
which flexes its economic muscle.  The
orthodox medicine industry flexes its political
muscle to ensure that its methods and ideas
remain the basis of the prevailing system.  I
am sure that much of the resistance to change
comes from fear and ignorance - the fear of
losing face and even of losing a job and the
ignorance which comes from a closed mind
which will not contemplate that which was
taught at medical school ten, twenty or fifty
years ago could be not the only truth, or the
whole truth.

How can these powerful forces be made to
bend or yield?  Slowly, with good argument
supported by good evidence working like a
constant drip on a stone.  And by working
politically. This can be done directly: with
organisations such as ACNEM, the CHC4,
AIMA5 and the NHCA6 and others lobbying
politicians; and indirectly: through supporting
members of the public - the consumers - in
letting their elected representatives know what
they want and demanding they be given access
to it.  In other words, motivating those with a
vested interest in proper and affordable
healthcare to move those with a vested interest
in the status quo.
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Do You Raed Me?

Rsehaecrers at Cadbrmige Uenrivsity cialm taht the odrer of lteetrs in wrdos is irvelranet to yuor albitiy to
raed tehm.  All taht is nascescery for you to be albe to mkae snese of the wrdos, is that the fsrit and lsat lteetrs
are in the rhigt pealcs.  For the rset, it can be a cotplmee jmulbe.  If our bnaris can mkae good ssnee of a
jmlbue of lteters, by miankg the corerciton to waht it tihkns suohld be pirnetd on the pgae, waht deos tihs say
of the barin’s ailtbiy to gvie us a porepr rreepsnetaiton of waht is rlelay out terhe?  How srue can you be that
you are rlaely in tucoch wtih ralteiy?


